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THE RlDDLE.OF TBDF

In Dante's Infernol , soothsayers. and- other futurologists 'are consigned to

!VIalebolge, .the· eighth of nine circles of" the"Inferno. They'·are lumped toge~her'with pimps,

flatterers-, hYP9crites, those who cause divisions and, lia.rs~Their- punishment is to have

their heads reversed. ,~eing'deprived of - the power to see before them, they are

constrained to walk backwards for eternity.

Fearful, lest ~he spirit of Dante inflict such a dread punishment on me, I

propose to avoid spe~ulation about the future. When it comes to addressing: the social and

legal concerns presented to our .countries by transborder data flows trsDF), there is.:more _

than,.~'l;l'.~o~gh&f a challenge in the present. A lawy~r -of my generation'learned: public

international law assn exotic and usually optional subject at· th.e University.,- It was

endured with- a xenophobic conviction thlltit would never ,disturb the comfortable and

familiar tasks of applying municipal: or domestic law. Suddenly things:.,~are changing.

Technology is the agent of change. It is .the fute of our generation to live at a moment of

history when three remarkable technologies have appeared, at once. Each of them adds to

the urgency of the development of rules of international .law. I refet-,or course, to

informatics, biotechnology' and nuclear fission.
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-Informatics promotes the need for in~ernational law .~y reason of its pervasive and

universal t~hnology and the speed with which computers, satellites, laser and

optic technology and ,so ·on, are bei~gB.ccepted throughout the world. The

technology ~hows instantaneous and international contempt for man-made

jurisdictional borders.

Biotechnology". promotes the need_ for international' regulation because of the

poter:!.t{~l.it,offers for; the manipulatioI). _~f. 'basic Jtfe- forms, jncluding in humans. In

vitro fertilisation is with us. Just around the corner is cloning of the human species

and genetic engineering that could, if left unregulated, affect the very shape and

size of our, species. When 'I left Austr-alia;.much attention was focused on the legal

statUs of·two ·froz~n.embryos-in a,. Melbourne hospital produced by a millionaire

Californian couple. ;killed in a plane. crash in ,Chile. Do the embryos inh~rit the

estate? Do therhave a,J'ight to "life?·

On _nuclear.·fission 1 need say n9thing. Unless 'we can find effective international

reg:u1ation of this most destructive potential, we need not worry too much about

our other problems.

So this is the age of mature science and technology. The: Preside.nt of the

National Academy of Sciences of the United States, Mr. Frank Press, said IllSt month that

the:. major _·:issu~s.jn."'~,relations ,between countries i~.· the next decade will involve

technology.2 It is now being seen:with greater clarity that the ..emerging technologies of

geneties; computers,' ~elecomrriunications and 50. on are. straining relations amongst

countries in commerce, defence, and culture, but also in the law.

There are many th.ingS that are unclear and uncertain about TBDF. But one

thing is sure. It is that ,the phenomenon is growing rapidly. In Western Europe about ten

per cent of all data traffic ·is already international. This is in sharp contrast to· telephone

calis of which only one.:·,per cent· are between different countries.3 Just about -every

possible international agency has got in on the act concerning some aspect or other of

TBDF policy. In addition to the Inter-Governmental"-Bureau for Informatics (IBI), the

following are simply the chief intern~tional organisat~ons that are examining aspects, of

what I will call the sociology of informatics:
.<..:.

The Organisation -for Economic Go-operation and Development (OECD)

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU)

The Consultative Committee In Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT)

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)

The United Nations Centre for Transnational Corporations (UNCTC)

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNc'ITRAL)

The Economic Commission for Europe lECE)
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The United :.:lations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)

The Universal Postal Union (UPU)

The Council of Europe (Coll)

The Commission of the European Communities (CEC)9 and so on.

A most useful ~n.alysis of -the i~_vclvement of these organisations is contained in

-Tr~nsnationolData Report4, indispensable reading for everyone interested in this field.

Despite this proliferation of overlapping international' bureaucracies examining

different facets of the diamond of TBDF, the story is not :'entirely one of needless

duplication:

Common personnel. First, there is some overlap in the personalities i.nvolved, as a

casual glance at the participants in this and earlier internationalcon!erences will

show.

Institutional co-operation. Secondly, as Dr Frits Hondius, of the Council of Europe

has observed, -there is growing institutional co-operation between world bodies

examining aspects of-informatics policy.5

Early aChievements. Thirdly, international instruments responding to the social and

legal problems-posed by 'TBDF are beginning to appear. Nor are these without

influence. They -infiuence each other. And they influence municipal law and

practice. The one with which -I am most fam:iliar is ~he resolution of the Co.unci! of

the OECD on Tr~nsb6rder Data Barriers and the Protection of Privacy.6 This

document was in turn r'rifiuenced by earlier developments in Scandinavian law, in a

Declaration of the Nordic Council and a draft convention of the Council of Europe.

Through the intercontinental membership of the DECO, the principles of law and

regUlation dealing with one aspect of TBDF fth.e tension betweenpriva~y and. free

flow of information) was exported from Europe' for consideration in dIs:tant

/~_~ountries s~ch as Japan, Australia and New Zealand. 'This has already begun to have

their effect. In Australia, the Government is examining, at a high level, a report by

the Law Reform Commission urging the adoption of Federnllaws for the protection

of individual privacy. The Attorney~Generalof Australia announced')ast week that

legisla~ion would shortly be introduced.7 In the draft legislatio"n, pr'oposed in the

Australian Law Reform 'Commission1s report, an annexure sets out basic rules for

privacy in the use of personal inform.'\tion flows. This is derived, tllmost verbatim

from DECD' Guidelines. Should this approach -be adopted by the Australian

Government and ParH9.ment, it will instance what I take to be a hew phenomenon

in law making. This is- the direct persuasive inf1u~,'!.ce on domestic law of

non-coercive instruments adopted in the form of guidelines by

,~-
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international agencies, themselves working on a consensus principle, and steered in

the right direction by mUlti-disciplinary experts fro:n different countries.

NOW THE BAD NEWS

,1, have given you the good news. Some progress is being made to meet some of

the social challenges of informatics. Now the bad news. Unfortunately the catalogue of

problems is long and daunting:U includes

The pace of problems. The technology is presenting its' problem to our home

countries and the international community too quickly. No sooner do we solve a

problem, but many more present themselves•

. Attitudinal barriers. The institutions national and international, for..re.a~ting to this

pace ,and ~omplexity of change are, frat:lkly, quite inadequate. One of the basic

difficulties is that law and social policy tends to be made ~.Y those whose

intelle,ctual training was in disciplines which do. not in~lude mastery of the'

intricacies of mathematics, science and the new technology. This problem is

compounded by the typical incompetence or ~ndifference of scientists in

communication,and a frequent lack of even a 'perception of or, interest in the

social implications of ,what they .are. doing.~ I do not mean .to _st~reotype. But thete

is a cert,ain fatalism about the sociology of informatics. Sometimes this is spur~~d

on by .the failure to see and understand the problems .or by a conviction that all will

be well in the end. There is"also. the comm~tment of many influential people in

First World countries to the intellectual ncotion of the des~rabi1ity of promoting a

f~ee flow of.infor:rnation bet~een countries as far as possible. This is a notion, that,

happily for such cO,untries, tends often to coincide with their economic interests.

Talk not action. The third problem m~t be stat.ed with complete.c8ndo~.r•.pe~hap5

it follows from the first two. It is that in this field of cndeavour, as in so many in

:):'i?Ur .~ome countries, there are too many Chiefs and not en0l.1gh Indians. After. a

decade of talking about TBDF and its internB;tional social implications, what have

we actually achieved? True it is, much has been achieved technologically. It was

not so long ago. that a British Post Office Corporation enginee~,~,.~escribed the

inability to attach CCITT standard modems to the United-'States domestic

telephone network as the biggest single barrier to tranSborder data flows. As a

result of the d.evelopment. of pac.ket .s,W.itc!1ing ne~works, en~lJ.l:lraged rrom __~~!:,~_"~.,

outset by the United States Government, and later by American commercial

enterprise, this barrier can nay! be circumvented. There are slill many

technological impediments. But these are being reduce~,~_Yet the fsct remains that

legal and social achievements have been pathetically few.-In terms of addressing

sensitive

--~~------~~
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multi jurisdictional social problems, what can the iriternationlll community boast of

save for the efforts on pri~acy protection? It may well be that this was the proper

first task. But the achievement of -the Council of Europe Convention, or

Resolutions ..in the European Communities arid the OECD' privacy guidelines are

'scarcely a reason for self-congratulatory statements and retirement from the tasks

oX ac~~ve d:.velopment, of relevant p~blic' international rules. Many remaining

'problems have been identified now for five to ten years. I must ackilowledge that

they' ar-e complicated and difficult problems. This is inescapable. TranSborder data

nows~cJ'.1~llEmge one of the' most fundamental features of our municipal legal

sys~'ems."Th'ey tend by their very"nature, to undermIne the principle of municipal

sovereignty. Furthermore the guidelines on privacy, itlthough in operation or

.influential in many First World cotUltries, have not yet been seriously d.iscussed

with; let alone adopted by, Second and Third World nations.

:Inshort,-many of the social and legal problems p:o"'"sed by the 'accelerating growth of TBDF

"have now been identified for some time. The list is already long.' New problems fIrc

.-constantly being _added to it. Plenty of agencIes' are studying particular aspects of the

proble-ms.-But most of them have a self-image that seems to deny a conceptual

involvement with the ,whole range of issues. Yet somebody should be looking at and fitting

thEf'pfeces-oririrormati-C~slawtogether~ as in a mosaic, for the guidance of domestic policy

'and law. At the lastIBl"World:Gbnference 'orf this' issue, Dr.· Gerhard Stadler (Austria)"

-complained about the'~~ck of pr'ecisedefinitionof-TBDFitseIf and'of the problems:that it

'was,si?awning~8 He also critici~~d'the-jack of adequate' concern abOut' identi~yingareas

of:common interest 'betwee'n developed and develo!:>ing countries and the lack of progress

in,solving legal 'questions. In:',~rief, there has been too much talk. Not-enough action. -What

has ho.pp'ehed since Dr Stadler's challenging address to-the last lSI Conference? True it is,

the European- Convention on Privacy has been concluded. The OECD~Guidelines on Privacy

have been adopted and':put to good use'in municipal law 'and policy;. But it must" 'in all

frankness, be said that little else has been achieved in, the move'towards an international

regime within which the TBDF phenomenon -will co'~ti:nue to grow. It will be a ,great

misfortune, bordering on the scandalous misUs~'.of 'travel votes 'if we depart from Rome,

after this second World Conference; without at least some practical efforts, however

modest, towards refinhig and nddres:5ing the probl~~:9;:~dentified by Dr~ StadleI' aand.·:·

otheI"S. They are still wi th us.
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THE nlPEDIM~:NTS

To gain progress in respOnding to the legal difficulties posed by TBDF, we must

understand the impediments to action and settle upon a 'shopping list' of issues that

require priority international attention. I do not Wlderestimate the difficulty either of

finding.ari appropriate world forum or of agreeing on priorities;

First there is the relatively primitive state of effective internationllilaw generally

and. the ,~i~l)~ted capacity of new international institutions to deliver, if not

internationa.l.l~w,at leust simple guidelines and drafts that will encourage, facilitat~

and promote co~patiblemunicipal.laws.

Secondly, we m~,tface squarely the problems of different, -languages, or different

legal systems, of 'different legal categories and classificatIOns that make the search

for compatibility ,~n legal regimes most diffIcult. Even if ~e leave aside differing

philosophies as to the purpose and future of law, overlook disputes as to the social

function of law, bypass fundamental differences in legal institutions and procedures,

we still find it hard to define agreed and common principles of substantive law.

This lastmentioned di.(ti.Cultyshould not be a source of surprise. It originates pa.rtlY from

quite important differences in economic, strategic and culturai"perspectives of problems

such as TBDF. These ~lffering~~erspectives inevitably affect national approaches::to the ',:

re~ation of TBDF. At the first lBI World Conference on TBDFpolicies, Mr. Landa (Cuba)

evidenced less than wholehearted enthusiasm for all of the incipient consequences of

TBDF.9 He said that accept~nce of the principle of free flow of information would tend

to advantage inte'rnation'al mono:?olies. -It would also contribute to encouraging and

increasing a state of dependence of developing countries. He urged t:hat developing

countries, independently, ,of, international efforts, .should try. to testablish legal regula.tion

allOWing them to control data flo'NS within their fr~ntiersl. This kind of demand for

national sovereignty in the new context of pervasive.int:ernational information technology

h~ produced at least three reactions:

Restrictions. In:s6;ne <levelopUig. countries' ther.e-:~~.. been an endeavour t~ practise,'··:·;

what :'Ilr I..anda preached. Brazil, for example, has introduced detailed regtJiations

in an effort to assert na.tlo.~~ regulation of TBDF.IO

{
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Resignation. A second reliction might be described as being more in sorrow than in

ia.nger. 'Mr. i\lain Madec of France has ~redicted an 'unavoidable' growth of

~transna.tidnal data-- flows, a consequential enhancement of the power and lack of

: acce)'untabiIity of" multinational cor~orations and the 'long term death of. national

:p:olicies with the risk of ~auperisaUonof medium sized nations'~ll

Free flow. Thirdly, there are the free flow· ~rotagonist.'):. -[t 'is now well recognised

that no country adopts a totally 'free flow' philosophy in its law. At the

Transborder'Dllta 'Flow International Law .Symposium· held in Toronto in October

~'1983, one "participant even called 'iree flow' a myth.Y-i'He pointed out that there

-wereal'ready .many rules in every· jurisdiction against the movement of idees, films,

'pape~, documents)nd other intellectual- material across borders. Just the same,

there- are very ·aetive: and vocal'·proponents or-the relative enhancement of free

. flews. They are keenly concern~d about the dangers; /l.Cj' they see'it,-~f economic

protectionism. I3 They are fearful that such protectionism will be: 'dressed up' in

the guise of human rights issues : ostensibly to deal with values such as privacy,

vulnerability and so on, but in truth to grotect and encourage home informatics

industry. The chief proponentS of Ifree flows' tends -to be in the United States of

'America. Nurtuiedin the philosophy of the First- Amendment of" the United States

Constitution, which guarantees free spe~h and a'Cree press, Americans tend to be

"in the vanguard of those urging as:little intederence 'as possible in the free flow of

'data-across borders. !tis no disres(?ect to - say· that -this doUbtless sincere

philosophical conviction;. also'happenS, prOVidentially, to accord with the economic

interestS of the'Un~t~d-States. Happy are the countries whose social philosophy and

economic interests' so neatly coincide.

At an DEeD symposium in which I participated in December:1983 in London,

spokesmen for business· interests," appeared greatly ~oncerned that the t~lk-·al??ut

developing international laws mightl'esult in harmful interference -in free flows of data.

-This, ftir: -example, was the view expressed for ,SIAC.' Yet, at the same time, it was

claimed that new legal protections for intellectual property of informatics were needed.

An endeavour was made to define what was needed 'and what was: not. It was said that

'rules-of the roadl were' needed so that :in-TBDF basic issues· of a mechanic.al.or ancillary

kind ~ould be attended to. A spokesm1tn for a large multinational corporation put it in

these terms. It was 'regulationsl·that were needed but not direct or indirect 'restrictions'

on TBDF. Putting it bluntly,. 'regulation5' fmd 'rules or the roaer·are -legal rules that we

like. 'Restrictions! and Ilaws" tend to be ·legal-:-wes that coerce powerful interests in

directions they.-might [ind uncongenip.l. However. most observers recognise that the rapid

increase in TBDF necessitates some legal changes. But what ,fOhould these changes be?
,

How far Should they go? How should they be developea?
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(8) -PrivacY Protection. The increase in TBDF can result in .increasing quantities of

information about the citizens of one country being ayailable in other countri~s.

Until now., that would have been- considered alegit~matematterof domes~i~

concern and, possibly, domestic regulation. Furthermore, many countriesof:Jhe

First World at least, have move9 in the last decade to provide lega~ly

enforceable privacy protection for their citizens. Doubtless the concern _:to

provide. such protection is in part a reaction to the individualistic philosophy of

First World countries. Doubtless it has been influenced. by the .cOl!~~tiV.e_:

memory of the misuse of. personal information by agencies of the_ ClPpreSsi:V~

. state -immediately before and, during the Second World War. Although,it--:.tuis "
:- . ",

been said that Third World countries do not assign privacy protection -such a :;

high priorityl4, the need for accuracy, fairness and up-to-dateness of

personal and other data is as· applicable in-developing countrie~ .:~s.in developed"~':',

countries. The so-called- 19o1d.en rule' of privacy protectiOnJegislation.<cail~d.-:::t

'data protection and data security' in Europe) has been the right of access:of:the' >:
individual to most data about himself or herself. Yet, in the context o(.·TBDF;.

such a lright or accessl,central to privacy legislation, may not be enforceable in.

On;many previous occasions I have rE.l:ferred, (as have -other speakers) to the

priority program for informatics law. The following items are certainly on the, list: '-'

THE SHOPPING LIST

-8-

Acknowledging, the differing attitude~ to international re3'ulation, differing

economic and political viewpoints, differing priorities, differing municipal legal structures

and differing "capacities to contribute, the fact remains that a shopping list. of legal llnd

social issues can now be defined. At this. moment in the history _of informatics,. what we

need is less talk about legal issu~s nnd more constructive. action in the rigrt forum so

that, before it is too late,-appropriate international laws or a framework for compatible

domestic laws can be laid -down, keeping pace with the technological penetration of TBDF

in all countries of the "world. Unless we ..jrnmediately take-initiatives to define the

shopping li~t. and to starl work on it before further time is lOSt,- we must fqce, the prospect

or't-he development of domestie laws tha~ impact international.-tecMology -in ways that

are likely -to be at .once incompetent, inconsistent,,-incoJ1.lpatib1e and ineffi~ient. Let us by

all means differ. But the differences should be what are lef~ after an appropriate effort to

find common ground in the trules of the road'.
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a- foreign State. The right to correction of false, out of date or irrelevant

information may not, be enforceable if th~ information is held beyond the

jurisdiction of a single '-State. Are we simply to accept with resignation this

consequepce oC the limitations of domestic lawmaking as it impacts

international data flows? Or are we to do something about it?

(b) Freedom of ·information. 'Many First World countries in the last decade have

en~~ted freedom of ·information la~s to permit the' legal enforcement of

'greater access by the individual to general infor.mation in the possession of

gov~:x:"m-ent agencies. Secret bureaucratic practices· of the past are being

brokeq down. In part, these moves' represent a reflection of the demands for

. greater 'accountability as a consequence of populationS that are better educated

and"better informed. 'But. '·here too there are prbblemsto be addressed~ Who

owns: all t!lis 'data about anindividual~:Should'ac!cess be given not only to

docume~ts and printouts but to subject interrogation of data bases? How is the

" , interaction of differirtg laws onofficiiil4.nformation- to be adjilsted in the age of

TBDF? A well-known' example" is given by',Professor Jon Bing of Norway.I5 A

N6r'weiPan social worker :-who pi.tbiished·~·certain findings on NATO defence

afrangements which .were contained in documents reStricted' "linder' Norwegian

law wasconvicled of -e' 'security. offence in Norway. The documents had' been

;retrieved Qn'-,~ine pursuailtto the '~nited States Freedom of Informati~n Act. It

~was "free1y··available on line from the United States. ret it was a State secret in

Norway~' The.,'new ..iriformation·technology' ·and TBDF are likely to hasten the'

influence'of the greater openness of administration. Such openness' renders it so

much more:. difficult to" contain the· 'haemorrhageof information when it is

freely -available a~8.il:able in one place and retrievable' by TBDF in another.l 5

Th·ere is also the issue· of the· extent to wbich this" principle' of access' to and

openness of information, should extend into the private sector,:particularly into

:nu1tinationaL.c.orporations~ These are, at least partly, immune from the

effective regulation-of any particular cou~try, save 'perhaps :for·the United

States

(c) Vulnerability. The third:group-.of pI."0bl"e~s i~clude the vulnerability in the wired

.society resulting fro~:TBDF.:Sweden has led the way inthe examina.t.~on of thi.s

problem. A -:r~port' On the:~:::.vulnerability of t~.~,informatics-dependent societi·:.

outlined not only· .domestic vulnerability 'ca'~~d by the breakdown of vital

comput_ers.l6Recent.. _.computer breakdowns in Sweden have fulfilled the

worst Jears of the, Swedish' Vulnerability Board. There was inadequate support

documentation, a high' concentration of facilities and interdependence

".' =..
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of systems as well as a lack of emergency 91anning. The Swedish Stock

Exchange was closed for a- week despite .round the clock efforts by' technicians

to repair the equipment. I ? But vulnerability can 'also aris'e -from many other

sources : .from -accidents, from' natural disaSters; from- terrorism, from

industi'ialdisruption and 'so'on. TBDF means that ,data vital for one country may

p~ stored in.8,data base -overseas 'renderi~g-.~hat country heavily dependant on

factors "outside its practicBl and -legal control.

(d) Crimes '-and :infofraud. In First World c:ountries,-concern is'.'expressed that

une.mployment and structural chang~ ~aused bY,informaHon.-tec;hno!ogy will put

new pressure upon society ·in inany Y(ays. People -engaged- in.ro,utine tac;ks may

be ,replaced ·by- infpr:matics 'and displaced bY'structura1,econo~icchange many

of those who -remain in employment,"will have. increased leisilre;;The prospect of·

a large and possibly growjng pool of unernployed,especially young..unemployed,

presents a risk. of. a loss of,·, respect for. institutions in- society themselves

rendered increasingly vulnerable by. inrormatics~ Young ,people surrounded by

wealth and opportunities they cannot hope to enjoy ;may turn ~~ crime. Crime of

another, sor~ is. actu~lly facilitated _by..-.infor.matics. I _.refer to computer

crime.l~__ ,TBDF presents. speci~l problE.lms for .. municipf!l· ',criminal law. Our

police services tend to)ack the ·high t~chnological skills.. needed for detecting

and praying cases of, 'data Jraud and, manipulation. Our criminal laws are

frequently written -in . language that is -inapt- for. the.- ·antisocial conduct now.

possibl~ .. 'Theftr in ,~ommon law.' countries involves the car.rying away of goOds~'

Yet with infof,rauq there may be no· removal' of hardware.,or sortware'-- simply.

acces.,? to valuable data. Furthermore; criminal law tends to·be strictly local-to'

a particular jurisdiction. Where a person can manipUlate' data in one country-,

from another, causing harm in still anotherother legal jurisdiction, whose law

will apply? Whose .police will investigate and prosecute? Whose courts will have'

jurisdictio.n? Whose laws will, in terms, be adequate? .~-

(~k Sovereignty and ~connicts. In fact, informatics poses Jund~ental questions for:

the legal concept of sovereignty because a most potent force is suddenly'

released from physical adherence to a particular jljrisdicti~1"! where it can bef

physically controlled. ,Electronic messages are generated in one:,country. Ttifi:{

are switched in other' countries. They transit·.',tilt further couhtries. They are"'
processed in yet different countries. They are stored in other lands entit';el)r~

The!'" involve persons or entities resident' in yet· another place.l9

potential connection of a partiCUlar transaction -with' many jurisdictions poses a

number of dangers. Countries may enact incompatible municipal laws imposing

obligations on TBDF'

'.~.
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that are difficult or imJ?ossible to reconcile. They· may J?ro....ide no la.w, requiring

the solution of the identification of aJ?plicable legal regimes to be found in rules

developed in earlier, different circumstances to deal with the movement of

persons and physical objects. By failing to provide internationally recognised

regimes,"municipallaws and policies .nay succumb 'to the power of transnatiomu

corp'orati~?s, able to dictate rules to .nation states or to ignore or by-pass rules

~yhich nation states en3.ct.

There..~' are rn:finy aspects to the sovereignty issue apart from the power of

. transnational corporations. They include:

The potential for widespread disruption that would arise if one _country

has effective control over thestorage, processing ·tir transit of data vital

to· an enemy in time of conflict. Concern about this aspect of TBDF wa.s

vOiced'in the aftermath of the {teezing of Iranian and Argentinian assets

during recent conflicts involVing those countries. In the past, such conduct

could t>egreatly'lnconvenient. In the future', with heavier dependence On

TBDF linking" rnternational 'data bases, it may Rrford those who control

such data bases very considerable leverage over the" economic and

milita.r'y. [>otentf81 of others. Wilt this be . a force for peace or for

hegemony?

Anothef concern is that' of cultural sovereigrity. Fear has been expressed

about the dominance of tre: 'Anglophones in iruor-maties; especially of the

United States. Since.' Hollywoodj.'wehave all been able'-to share in the

variety'of UJiileilStates culture. But should this be allowed to go so far as

to permit the dominimce of one eulture or language over others? Satellite

and cable television, together: withth~' proliferation of video cassette

faeilitie,s,:'all threaten to floOd the world,- 'and not only in First World

countries',- with 'the dynamic output of United States studios. A diet of

imported quiz shoWs,' cowboy Westerns~::Vranhattan cops":,:md-rob,bers and

soap 'of;leras aIr'cady'dominates regular! televi:'iion in many countries. This

is partly in response to what we are told is consumer demand.-~art1yit is

in respohSe fa ihe:'i~6Od of cheap impo!!s.c-with· which the home product"':.

often finds 'it hard to compete. But' if this is so at pNsent, how much more

- will it occur' wi~':1 satellite relevlsion? Translated into information data

bases, ':'conccrn i~ expressed in some quarters "about the prospects for

internationa.l pluralism end the preoservation of other cultures. I have even

heard the expression' of anxiety that 'the future hist'Jry of France may be

written from English language trA.nsldtions of Le .'\tonde kept in a Chicago

data base. Whilst this may ~eem a far-fetched pr05pe:ct; i?reservation of
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legitimate cultural and linguistic variety in this world may require policy

decisions, and possibly laws, that control and ,even" limit TBDF. Whilst

TBDF may make us more interdependent and thereby reduce the risks of.

so~e conflicts and whilst TBDF may reduce the ignorance .of other

cUltures, it is legitimate for countries, particularly guardians of fragile

cultures :and languages, to take steps to preserve those cultures and

languages. Those steps may inc'lude legall?teps, difficult as these may be

to enforce and sensitive though they must be countervailing claims on the

·free flow of ideas. It is not only elephants and koalas that B!e endangered

species. Much of the rich diversity of man's culture is !Uso endangered.

Perhaps much will be irretrievably lost as the price we pay for our

conq~est of the tyranny of di~tance th~ough informatics. But th.ere is a

legitiJl1ate realm f9f cultural and linguistic sovereignty, even in the age ,of

n,uclear fission and TBDF.
~- :.:.

(f) Intellectual'property and business law. A sixth group of problems relate to the

need _for rf:!forms. of copyright, insura~ce, contract and business law. The

problems of computer copyright arise from th.e difficulty or stretching the

language of c,urrent copyright conventio~ ~nd laws to the ephemeral nature of

sonware, a~d' the internatiof.lal pervasiveness of TBDF. More fundamentally, the

difficulty ar~es from the fact that, traditionally, copyright has attached not to .;'

ideas or information:' as such ',but to the pnysic"al' form in which they ·ar./'·

manifested. -Just before I l~ft Australia, an· important decision of the Appeal

Bench of the Federal Court of Australia affirmed that Australian copyright law

could prot~ct com.pufer software.20 However, there has now been an' appeal

to Australia's ,hi~hest court. Outside the co_u.rtrooms, the argument rages B;s the

competing claims for the protection ~f the novelty and investment that goes

into computer s?ftware programs (on the one hand) and the claims of sO"'"called

rsoftware liberation' on the other.21 Muni~ipal lawmakers are beginning to

address this problem with special laws. -In-,t~e United States, legislation has

been introduced into the C0!1gress ~o .pr~serye copyright protection for software

but to shorten th~ per{9d of protection.22 Legislation has _also been

introduced ·into 'the Austr.a1ian Parliament.~~.,.,.Efforts to find international.:':':. . . ._.~

solutions are proceeding in WIPO, Unesco and the OECD. There is a legitimate

claim to recompense those who develop original works in computerised format.
,,' ' ,-"""",-,,

But there are counter'vailing claims by developing countries to share in the

inventions of mankind. In the area of informatics, as was pointed out at the.last

IBI World Conference, the benefits have been overwhelmingly confined so far to
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the First World.24 Any new world intellectual property regime will have to

pay heed to the countervailing claims to access by developing countries to the

economic and other adantages of informatics.

Time does not p~rmit the exploration of the l1hanges in contract law tha.t are

:n~cessary in the age of instantaneous contracts achieved by TBDF.

International transmission of contracts, bills or lading, bills of exchange, airway

bills, letters of credit and so on ere already occurring. The DECO Symposium in

London was -told how customs and other regulati~rts have simply not kept pace

with the electronic transmission of contractual 'documents of this kind.

International business -today' operates in a world of c'c)mplex municipal laws

gover-ning trade,:' practices, taxation, foreign exchange; administrative

authorities, foreign investment limitations etc. Instantaneous. contracts

achieved by TBDF reduce or remove the possibility of- considering the complex

variety of laws- of a municipal character that may affect the transaction. A

realisation of this simple fact will emphasise the need to develop appropriate

international legal regimes for business transactions within identical or

compatible legal rules.

There are other problems .of :a legal character arising from insurance against

computer error and breakdown- or failure of TBDF. Different -countries have different

rules for admission into evidence of computer and computer-generated data. Yet it cannot

be doubted that as the ,world embraces informatics, our 'courts, their personnel and

procedures will have to do s? as well if they are to remain relevant to the provision of

solutions to- the problems and disputes of society.

CONCLUSIONS

'. What follows from all this? A remarkable new technology 'is forcing together

the municipal legal regimes of foreign states. Because of the qUality 'of informatics - its

international, instant8neous~ ephemeral and pervasive features - it3 operation on

domestic laws may'be -inconvenie,nt and inefficient. The I?roblem: .,)s. to secure

internationally accepted rules, that transcend borders and provide an inte'rnational regime

within Nhich TBDF and its consequential tran.::;actions can flourish.

The lessons of the past decade are these:

(a) The technology is forging ahead and presenting probl~,~s to be solved at a much

faster pace than we are-solving them.

.7F" •
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(b) The search for truly international solutions will be extremely difficult because

of the -different legal traditions and institutions, economic interests and

jurisprudential philosophies that ¢xist in different countries, increasingly

involved in TBDF.

(c) The institutions for international lawmaking are not _. weH 'adapted to the

.urgencies of ·our age of technology.-They are mnny. They are unco-ordinated.

They' have differing agendas .and concerns. Themes! efficient of them are not

always the _most representative. In fact, we struggle along_with 19th century

techniques for the dcyelopment. of internationai-iawo We have IlO! significantly

updated our institutional machinery for addressing -the .complex-social and legal

questions posed by latc 20th century t.echnology.

(d) Even in those bodies where work on the legal issues of TBDFhns' begun, it is in

a ve~yea.rly phase. Little, has been achieved beyond the guidelines. on privacy.

Meetings constantly convene and break up with an agreement that things are

urgent and difficult. There is too mU,ch talk and not enough action.

Internationally respected jurists who will do the hard thinking and detailed

preparatory work necessary for agreemE~:nt, even as a first··step, tend to be few

and far between.

(e) Even when the first steps have been taken, it'"Is a long journey to internationally

agreed rules. There are .so :many impediments to agreement : linguistic,

cultural, economic, legal traditions and so on. Only the insistent technology

urges us on.

'(f) It is increasingly recognised that not to develop rules is to make a decision.

There are problems to be sorted out. Many of the problems have now.' been

identified for a decade. Yet our achievements are few indeed. And even, these

have paid insufficient attention to the priorities and perspect'ives of developing

countries.

(g) Nor should it be thought that countries which are information rich share nofhing

.in common with developing countries•. True it is, t~eir concerns and

perspectives may be differ.ent. Their priorities about free" ·flows and data and

individual privacy may not 'coincide.On the other hand, there -isaco'mmon

concern about the future of-, the principle of sovereignty as iL)s.affected by

informatics and the legitimate pursuit and enforcement of municipal policies on

culture, language, unemployment, local industry and so on.

There shQuid be more discussion about these issues. The discussion should be more open. It

should be more. intensive. It should be marc international, in the sense of bringing together

developed dnd developing contries to seek out common int~.r_ests, spurred on ·by the

technology of informatics. Such is the grow-;'h of TBDF that it do:~~ not·seem unreasonable

to propose that d fractional levy should be im;;>osed upon the revenues aceruing to
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